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Summary 

Moving from Quality Improvement to Quality Management 

Reliable delivery of high quality care requires an organisational approach that goes beyond 

quality improvement to one which is inclusive of all the key components of quality 

management. 

Key Messages 

 The reliable delivery of high quality care requires organisations to have a consistent and 
coordinated approach to managing quality that is applied from team through to board 
level. This is known as a Quality Management System. 

 A systematic approach to quality improvement is a necessary part of an effective quality 
management system, however it is not on its own sufficient. 

 Any effective approach to Quality Management in health and care must recognise the 
vital role of interactions between people including the impact of leadership behaviours 
and organisational cultures. It must also allow for ongoing learning and adaptation of 
changes by those delivering services. 

 The process of co-designing a framework for quality management with key stakeholders 
enables meaningful exploration of different perspectives on what enables high quality 
care. 

 

Introduction 
Much has been written on the benefits of health and care organisations taking a systematic 

approach to quality improvement 1 2 3 and NHSScotland has been at the forefront of taking a 

national approach to this challenge. 4 5 6  

In part because of the 10 year history of working to embed quality improvement capacity and 

capability, we found ourselves increasingly aware that this wasn’t sufficient. Organisations which 

focus just on improving what they currently do, risk spending too much time getting better at doing 

the wrong thing. They also risk failing to sustain improvements over the longer term. 

In 2018 Healthcare Improvement Scotland, in partnership with the Scottish Government and with 

support from the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, embarked on a process of exploration. Our 

goal was to identify what else, in additional to quality improvement knowledge and skills, needed to 

be embedded into the day to day management of services to ensure the reliable delivery of high 

quality care. 

The aim was to develop a high level framework that could then be applied at any level of the health 

and care system, from national through to Board through to clinical and care delivery teams. 

A 90 day innovation process7 was used to develop the Scottish Quality Management System (QMS) 

Framework8. This included a review of the literature on quality management 9 10, 22 expert 

interviews 11, and input from a wide range of stakeholders across Scotland through a mixture of 

focus groups and individual meetings.  



 
 

What is Quality Management? 

The literature review highlighted that a number of different terms are used interchangeably to 

describe quality management including Continuous Quality Improvement, Strategic Quality 

Management and Total Quality Management (TQM). All of them are contested concepts with for 

instance, 73 different definitions of TQM identified in one review of the literature.12 

 

Box 1 – What contributes to effective management of quality? 

Though there is no agreed definition of quality management and a multitude of frameworks in 
existence, there are a number of concepts that consistently appeared within different models. 
These were the importance of: 

 customer focus; 

 leadership; 

 continuous improvement; 

 strategic quality planning; 

 design quality; 

 speed and prevention; 

 people participation and partnership; and 

 fact-based management. 13 
 

 

We also noted the importance of distinguishing between approaches to quality management 

suitable for product delivery and those suitable for service delivery. The majority of health and care 

delivery involves at least some service elements. 14  

An approach to quality management that was already gaining traction across the Scottish health 

system was the Juran Trilogy which highlights the importance of quality planning, quality 

improvement and quality control (see definitions in text below).15 However this approach was 

developed in a manufacturing context in the 20th century and, in our view, required adaptation for a 

public sector service industry working within an increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and 

ambiguous world. 

The Scottish QMS Framework (Figure 1) attempts to do this and is now being tested and adapted in 

real time as we continue to learn from our own and other’s experiences of implementing quality 

management across health and care systems. 

  



 
 

Figure 1: The Scottish Quality Management System Framework – Working Draft v 3 

 

 

 

In sharing this model and our evolving thinking we recognise that it is not possible to accurately 

condense complex change processes down to one simple model. Indeed, as highlighted by Box 

(1979) ‘all models are wrong but some are useful.’ 16  To date we have found this framework useful 

in guiding our thinking and actions. 

 

Quality Planning 

We’ve defined quality planning as the mechanisms by which a team, service, organisation or system 

chooses its priorities for improvement and then designs appropriate interventions to deliver those 

improvements. A critical, and often overlooked, part of this process is understanding the customer’s 

needs and assets and re/designing processes and services to meet those needs whilst making best 

use of their existing assets. 

We’ve identified the three main sources of issues which should feed quality planning processes as: 

1) Quality control and/or quality assurance mechanisms. 

2) Work to understand the population/customers’ needs and assets. 

3) Government strategies and targets. 



 
 

Box 2 – The challenge of effectively planning for quality. 

In our work to date to support implementation of quality management approaches, this domain 
has been called out consistently as the weakest with key issues including: 

a) Across the NHS, there are a vast number of improvement priorities. The absence of a 
robust approach to prioritisation can lead to inertia through individuals trying to do too 
much and spreading their focus so thinly that nothing gets sufficient attention.  

b) The lack of systematic processes for matching approaches to implementing change with 
the nature of the problem being addressed. 

c) A failure to appropriately resource change endeavours.  

d) Fixing the wrong problems due to focusing on the symptoms which are highlighted by 
quality control and assurance mechanisms, rather than taking the time to understand and 
address the underpinning issues leading to those symptoms.  

e) Failing to explore the problem openly and collaboratively with the individuals using and 
delivering services using approaches such as the Scottish Approach to Service Design.17 
 

Calling out the challenges is the easy part. Addressing them in the context of a resource limited 
publically funded healthcare system with multiple stakeholders championing different priorities is 
much harder and is an area which would benefit from more attention on how to do this well. 

 

The Scottish Framework now uses the term “planning for quality” following an insight from practical 

testing that “quality planning” could be misunderstood to mean the quality of the organisations 

planning processes. 

 

Quality Control 

This covers the processes that are in place to monitor performance in real time and then take action 

when results do not match the agreed performance standards.18  Ideally quality control processes 

are owned by those directly providing the service.19 This means care delivery teams understand 

what good looks like, have real-time data (quantitative and qualitative) to know if they are meeting 

those performance standards, have the skills and permission to address the quality/performance 

problems within their control, and know who else to involve in addressing the ones beyond their 

control. 

We found that the use of the word “control” divided opinion, as it can be seen as a term which 

unhelpfully re-enforces beliefs associated with the traditional management discourse that views 

organisations as machines which need to be “controlled” and “fixed” when broken. The alternative 

paradigm that is growing in acceptance is a recognition that, whilst some aspects of heath and care 

delivery are predictable, much of health and care operates as a complex system where it is 

impossible to predict with certainty the outcome of any particular action. 20 21 22 In this context, a 

better name for this domain might be “maintaining quality” as it communicates the essence of the 

domain without using language that signals a belief that we can always predict and control 

outcomes. 

  



 
 

Box 3 – The over-centralisation of quality control 

Our work to test implementation of quality management approaches has highlighted consistent 
issues with quality control mechanisms in the NHS; they are often too centralised with a lack of 
meaningful performance data being reported and/or used at a team level. 

This highlights the interconnectedness of the different quality management components, as 
changing it will require shifts in leadership beliefs and behaviours, a strengthening of the learning 
system including the development of more meaningful data for clinical and care delivery teams, 
and arguably a shift in both internal and external approaches to quality assurance. 

An approach currently being spread in Scotland is the Value Management initiative23, which is 
testing quality management at a clinical/care delivery team level. This includes the provision of 
meaningful data on cost, workforce and performance (quality) in a format that teams are then 
using to: 

 identify whether they are reliably delivering high quality care, 

 choose areas for focused improvement work, and 

 then assess the impact of the changes made 

 

Quality Improvement 

In our experience in Scotland, “Quality Improvement” is a term that is highly contested 24 with 

definitions varying from the application of the Model for Improvement, through to any systematised 

approach to improving the quality of a system. 25 

We’ve also noted that calling the implementation domain of quality management “Quality 

Improvement” can create confusion as “Quality Improvement” methods such as Lean, Experience 

Based Co-design and Model for Improvement also include aspects of quality planning and quality 

control.  

Quality Improvement was defined by Juran as “the discipline that concerns itself with improving the 

level of performance of a process” (p402). 26  Complexity thinking highlights that processes are not 

just about what we do (technical processes), they are also about the interactions between the 

people involved (social processes). 27 28  However, critical to both technical and social process 

improvement is a focus on cycles of experimentation which are informed by ongoing reflection using 

both quantitative and qualitative data. This focus on practical iterative tests of change is at the heart 

of this domain and, for all the reasons provided above, using the term quality improvement can 

obscure this. However, we have yet to settle on an alternative descriptor and this is an issue we are 

particularly interested to get other perspectives on. 

 

Vision and Purpose 

During our 90 day process, individuals consistently reiterated that the reliable delivery of high 

quality care requires clarity on both what good looks like (vision) and the role that different teams 

play in delivering it (purpose). This enables and motivates stakeholders with diverse perspectives 

and experiences to align their improvement efforts under a common aim. 29 30  When people share a 

common vision of what high quality care looks like they are more likely to work together to deliver 

it. 31 

  



 
 

Learning systems at the heart of Quality Management 

Health and Social Care is a complex system where even small differences between the demographics 

of individual’s accessing services and/or the context that services operate in can impact on the 

effectiveness of the interventions delivered.32 That’s why we need health and care systems which 

enable staff at every level to continually review how well their service is doing (quality control), 

identify their priorities for improvement and design appropriate interventions (quality planning), and 

then test ideas to make care better (quality improvement). 

Doing this well in a context of complexity requires individuals, teams, organisations and systems to 

develop the cultures and infrastructures for continuous learning 33 (box 4). Hence we’ve placed 

learning systems at the centre of our approach, recognising that without them learning won’t flow 

effectively and improvement will be stunted or eventually stagnate. 

 

Box 4 - Learning Systems 

In our work in Scotland we’ve identified the following as critical components of an effective 
learning system:  

 a measurement system that enables learning about what is and isn’t working, 

 access to relevant evidence to inform decision making, 

 systems for identifying where improvement is happening and assessing the generalizable 
learning for spread, 

 approaches to enabling those working on similar problems to connect with each other 
and exchange insights (eg communities of practices, events to exchange learning etc), 

 a culture where reflective and reflexive practice is valued and enabled, and 

 psychological safety. 

The importance of reflective practice is well articulated within the quality improvement literature, 
though the challenges of doing this well within a healthcare context which preferences “doing” 
over “reflecting” are significant.34  Further, working with social processes takes us beyond 
reflective practice which focuses on analysing what happened after the event, to highlighting the 
importance of reflexive practice which is the ability to reflect in the moment on the interactions 
we are having with others and make adjustments in real time on the basis of that reflection. 

 

The role of social processes 

Any effective approach to Quality Management in health and care must recognise the vital role that 

interactions between people (social processes) play including the impact of leadership behaviours35 

and organisational cultures. 36 37  Indeed, Mosadeghrad’s (2013) review of the obstacles to 

implementing quality management in healthcare systems identified that issues around leadership 

behaviours and organisational culture are common causes of implementation failure. 38 

A key piece of feedback from the focus groups we used to test our initial model was that it 

underplayed the importance of these relational aspects, placing too much emphasis on the objective 

realities of process/system design and not enough on the subjective world of social processes.  High 

quality care requires attention to both in recognition that ‘in real life the outcome is defined by a 

complex interplay between system/process design and people/relational issues.’ (pg 2) 39 

  



 
 

A natural consequence of increasing the focus on relational approaches to managing quality is that it 

raises the importance of co-designing improvements to services with the individuals who use them 

and the staff who deliver them. And because so much of health and care is a service not a product, 

we also need to recognise that the outcome is often co-produced with the beliefs and actions of the 

individuals and communities who interact with our services playing a vital role. 

 

Quality Assurance 

In our work to date, the area of greatest ongoing confusion has been the distinction between quality 

control and quality assurance mechanisms. This confusion is understandable as: 

‘Quality control and quality assurance have much in common. Each evaluates performance. Each 

compares performance to goals. Each acts on difference. However they also differ from each other. 

Quality control has its primary purpose to maintain control. Performance is evaluated during 

operations, and performance is compared to goals during operations. The resulting information is 

received and used by the operating forces. Quality assurance’s main purpose is to verify that control 

is maintained. Performance is evaluated after operations’ (p4.3) 40 

A failure to distinguish appropriately between the role of quality control and quality assurance can 

lead to organisations overly centralising quality control. Rather than assuring the mechanisms are in 

place to enable those delivering care to understand whether they are meeting the standards 

required and take appropriate action when they don’t; senior managers instead seek to directly 

monitor quality and act centrally when it slips. This leads to a loss of quality as in practice the 

complexity of health and care delivery means that centralisation of control is impossible and hence 

senior managers end up with the ‘illusion of control’ 41 whilst at the same time disempowering those 

delivering care who are much better positioned to monitor quality and take action when it slips. 

 

Box 5 – How does quality assurance relate to quality management? 

Our original framework had quality assurance sitting alongside quality control, but practical 
testing of the framework quickly highlighted we’d got this wrong. Effective assurance mechanisms 
don’t just focus on the effectiveness of the approaches to quality control. Instead, they look more 
broadly at whether a team, organisation and/or system has effective approaches to managing the 
quality of care in the round. This means being equally interested in a systems ability to effectively 
plan for high quality care and prioritise and deliver a programme of improvement, its approaches 
to co-design and co-production, and whether it has a leadership culture which enables the reliable 
delivery of high quality care. Hence we’ve now placed quality assurance around the outside, to 
illustrate that its role is to assure the effective functioning of a team/organisation/systems 
approach to managing quality. 

 

  



 
 

Conclusion 
In the Scottish NHS we’ve invested a lot of time and energy in training and supporting clinical teams 

to use quality improvement methods to deliver higher quality care. We’ve come to the conclusion 

that whilst this is necessary, it is not sufficient to enable reliable delivery of high quality care. This is 

why we are now promoting the importance of moving from an approach focused on Quality 

Improvement to one focused more broadly on Quality Management. 

We’ve worked with our stakeholders to develop a Scottish Quality Management Framework which 

recognises the inherent interdependencies of all the different components. However we don’t for a 

moment think we’ve developed the perfect model. Indeed we would advise other systems thinking 

about adopting a quality management approach to be cautious about using “off the shelf” models 

due to the benefits we experienced from the process of co-designing it with our stakeholders. 

In our context this framework is proving useful in opening up important discussions about what 

enables the reliable delivery of high quality care including the vital role of quality assurance, the 

fallacy of over centralising quality control, and the costs of failing to invest sufficient attention up 

front to planning for high quality care. We believe that through describing and supporting teams, 

organisations and systems to put in place the full range of functions that are needed to enable high 

quality care, we will enable a more mature approach to the delivery of improvement that ultimately 

leads to even better health and wellbeing outcomes across our population. 
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